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Chapter 1

The Book Speaks

T orture. I think it is one of  the few forms of  entertainment 
you humans have created. I so love it when humans are en-
tertained. The Sophistans are so boring; they never torture 

anyone. If  they “do away” with somebody, it’s only temporarily; it’s 
so clean and quick. You humans make torture so entertaining and end 
sessions with such finality. I like your fear of  the ultimate fate. Your 
fear allows me to dictate to your weak mind what you must do. Poof! 
Poof, poof, poof. Made you jump.

It’s so cool what the rodents of  the galaxy have managed to teach 
Paul7. He can be quite entertaining. I guess you humans have a quaint 
little saying to describe it: “You can always teach a nice dog dirty 
tricks.” Stefan, like most creatures touched by the Saeshells, can be 
quite boring. Nice dog. Learn new tricks and get biscuit. It’s so enter-
taining to train him. Of  course, everyone wants to entertain Tova2.

It sends chills up my glue-filled spine that the story is being fed 
into Ty’s and Tyco’s brain. They can scream and scream. No one will 
hear them. I wonder what Tyco will think about Ty when he sees where 
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he came from. Considering what Ty has become, he had such a wimpy 
start. I like wimps. It’s so easy to make them entertaining.
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Chapter 2

The First Trial Begins

T ova2, Paul25, and Paul7 appear in a medical couch room in 
the Peter complex. Peter3 is already plugged into the couch 
getting things ready.

“Hello, Tova2,” greets Peter3. “I’m really happy to be here with 
you on your first Paul rising. This is the first time you get to be a con-
troller on such a complicated rising.”

Tova2 walks over to the medical couch and gives Peter3’s hair 
a stroke. “I’m glad you’re here helping me. I like seeing my creator 
happy.”

Peter3’s eyes sparkle.
“I’m sorry, loving Peter,” she silently muses, “that I cannot be more 

for you, for our orbs shall never cross. Your pure heart was never made 
for the intricacies of  romance. It must have hurt deeply when you cre-
ated a heart such as mine. You will always be the wondrous architect 
of  my life, but nothing more.”

Tova2 puts her hands into a couch control. Meanwhile, Paul7 walks 
over to the computer display wall directly behind them. He quietly 
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places his hand on the wall and a glowing dot appears again; he touches 
it; the dot disappears.

Tova2 turns and stares at Paul7; his eyes open wide, worried that 
he has been caught. She thinks, “Why are you such a sad, troubled little 
boy? What has that dark mind of  yours done now?” She shoots Paul7 
a piercing glance and then continues to muse. “Perhaps I can anticipate 
your derision—your twisting of  the affairs of  creation.”

She turns back toward the medical couch. Paul7’s expression 
wavers and then settles into a huge evil smile.
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Tonya announces, “Tova2 is online as reintegration leader; Peter3 
is online as design leader.”

Tova2 mentally puzzles, “Maybe he is testing me by trying to assail 
my confidence. I am not the scared girl I once was, you little doppel-
gänger. I am not fooled by the innocent ‘little boy’ wrapping on your 
dark warrior heart.”

Tonya continues, “Tova2 has initiated systems check.”
“What are you doing, Tova2?” asks Peter3.
“I am putting my mind at ease; I had a problem with the couch at 

Elof2’s rising.” Silently, she wonders, “Surely he didn’t cause the prob-
lems last time? Surely he didn’t think Elof2 was a piece of  meat to be 
toyed with?”

“It is important to be at ease,” says Peter3. “The process of  cre-
ation is supposed to be a joyous one.”

“The music is very loud in my mama.” Paul25 smiles. “It’s why she 
can create life so easily.”

	“I’m scared, Mama. Paul7 has an evil mind.”

	“He is a Paul, baby. His mind can’t be that much dif-
ferent from yours, can it?”

	“I don’t know, Mama. Sometimes he doesn’t feel like 
a Paul.”

A frosty thought chills Tova2’s mind like a wisp of  cold death. 
“Paul7 does look different,” she thinks. “His eyes—his eyes are like 
caverns of  darkness. Why does he wear the black on his eyelids? All of  
the other Pauls wear blue.”

Tonya’s sudden announcement forces Tova2 from her frightening 
contemplation. “Systems check complete; no problems found. Tova2 
has loaded file, Paul27. Materials have been programmed; DNA strand 
replication has been initiated, viability 0%. Skeletal construction is 
commencing, viability 0%. Organs have been completed, viability 0%. 
Body has been completed; brain has been completed, viability 10%. 
Sophistan1 is online; energy matrix has been completed; blank Paul 
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conscious energy matrix is being transferred from Sophistan core; the 
transfer has completed, viability 20%.

The nine-year-old blond boy lying on the table opens his eyes; they 
flash with a bright green light, then close again.

“Creation of  memory template from Paul25 snapshot,” announces 
Tonya.

“What’s that, Mommy?” asks Paul25.
“Remember, he is going to have your memories so he has a better 

chance of  surviving on Earth.”
Tonya continues, “Conscious energy overlay has been initiated; 

incompatibility has been detected; Tova2 has compensated, viability 
35%. Initiate life systems, viability 50% and climbing. 100% viability 
has been reached; initiating cardiac.”

The boy’s body jolts on the medical couch and he takes a big gasp-
ing breath. Then he jerks up to a sitting position.

“Design error, conscious energy matrix has failed to bind com-
pletely,” warns Tonya loudly.

The little boy sticks his finger in his mouth and turns to Tova2. 
“Are you my mommy?”

Tova2 says to Peter3, “What’s going on? What happened with the 
design?”

“I don’t understand it, Tova2,” says Peter3, puzzled. “Everything is 
showing that the reintegration happened correctly; the responses from 
the machine match the design spec for the Paul.”

Tova2 thinks, “Come on Peter3 memory, where are you? It must 
be in my head somewhere. Maybe if  I see what he is thinking, my mind 
will recall the memory he stored there. Peter3 is scared! He doesn’t 
know what to do!”

“Mommy, my side hurts,” whines the little boy.
“Metabolic flaw, kidney failure is imminent; toxin is building in 

neural cells,” alerts Tonya.
Tova2 quivers, contemplating her own terrifying thoughts. “How 

could Paul7 butcher one of  his own kind just to test me? There is no 
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solution to this. What are they trying to make me into?” Her mind 
freezes. It is resisting the duty it must perform.

“Mommy, I feel really bad,” says the little boy with tears in his eyes.
Her parental instinct responds with robotic precision, “It’s okay, 

baby. Mommy is trying to make you feel better. Peter3, this is getting 
out of  hand. Quickly, figure out what you did!”

The little boy begins to shake a little, his fingers rapidly twitching.
“Mommy, I’m scared,” he screams.
“Mommy is going to fix things really soon,” she responds mechan-

ically. Yet her mental terror increases. Her mind reaches out and grabs 
Peter3’s mind; she sees the ancient, beautiful mind of  her creator, 
who she dearly loves, shaken by an earthquake and crumbling stone 
by stone toward destruction. Pass the test; fail the test; watch the little 
boy die in agony. She cannot abide Peter3’s love-filled heart—and his 
wondrous mind—being torn apart.

Tova2 turns to Peter3 and says with tears in her eyes and a soft, 
defeated voice, “This is hopeless, Peter3; get out now.”

“Seizure point approaching,” warns Tonya.
“I’ll stay, Tova2,” Peter3 assures her. He has made his choice too, 

for only his creation, his custom-made love, truly matters.
“It’s my job. He’s suffering. Get out quickly,” says Tova2 assertively.
“I will stay with you,” says Peter3, desperately not wanting to see 

Tova2 suffer.
Into Tova2’s mind flashes a single whimsical thought: “So much 

love, such a beautiful mind, and so dumb.” She stares intensely at 
Peter3. Red sunglasses appear in front of  her eyes; she yells, “Leave 
now!”

Peter3 is so startled that he jumps away from the machine, pulling 
out of  the control panel. He jaunts away immediately.

Tonya barks, “Destruct malfunction; destruct not available.”
“What is going on?” cries Tova2. “Paul7, you murderous bastard!”
Paul25 is crying out loud; his tears are raining on Tova2. Faintly 

from behind her, she hears Paul7’s quiet chuckling.
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Tova2 says to the little boy, “Okay baby, we are going to play a 
game. You are going to count three, two, one, and Mommy will make 
you feel better.” Totally discordant to her emotions, her cold intellect 
mentally quips, “Mommy is going to make you die a horrible, agoniz-
ing death.”

The little boy nods his head, ready to play his mommy’s game as 
his body starts to quiver from the toxic shock of  the poison generated 
by his flawed genes.

Tova2 pulls her hands out of  the couch control panel and says to 
the little boy, “Go ahead and count.”

	Paul25 is screaming into Tova2’s mind, “Hurry, Mama, 
hurry; he hurts so badly.”

Her logical side firmly in control now, her emotions sev-
ered from her actions, she silently chuckles, “Executions delivered 
twenty-four-seven.”

Paul7 begins jumping up and down slightly, excited by the approach-
ing conclusion of  his deadly play.

Red sunglasses appear in front of  Tova2’s eyes; she points her 
palms toward the little boy. He begins to count; white beams leap from 
her palms, engulfing the little boy. He shrieks with an ever higher pitch, 
screaming as loud as his little lungs can manage. His body begins to 
glow ever brighter, until it is a blindingly bright light ball; only a black 
skeleton outline is visible in the light. Slowly, the skeleton starts crum-
bling at the head, the destruction working its way downward. Dust 
rains down on the couch. The beam from Tova2 stops; all that remains 
on the couch is a little pile of  white dust surrounded by a fading golden 
glow; little star-like sparkles rise up from the pile as the last bit of  the 
boy’s energy fades into the surrounding blackness. Tova2 collapses to 
the floor, crying; she grabs Paul25, who is also crying, encasing her 
perfect child in a wall of  love and protection.

Suddenly the couch disappears, the walls disappear, and Tova2 is 
apparently sitting on the floor in the middle of  the Hall of  Power.
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Tonya announces, “Simulation complete, Paul7.”
Paul7’s martial arts discipline momentarily breaks as he lets out 

some cathartic laughter. The great Sophistan28, the impregnable 
Tova2, now feels the helplessness he felt when the Great Sophistan 
sent him on his ‘journey’.

Tova2 looks angrily at Paul7. “This was a simulation? This was 
a training simulation? What kind of  monster creates such a horrific 
simulation?” Her frustrated mind probes into Paul7’s cranium, seeking 
to disassemble the evil and twisted structure of  his thoughts.

Paul25 screams, “Oh no, Mama, don’t look into his mind!”
Tova2 begins screaming. She sees an episode from Paul7’s journey 

as if  she is experiencing it herself. A giant spider twice his size has two 
long leg-like tentacles with suction-cup ends. The suction cups, ringed 
with tiny teeth, grip Paul7’s head, one suction cup on each side. He 
feels waves of  agony as telepathic pain impulses shoot from the suc-
tion cups. The impulses have paralyzed Paul7’s mind; she feels Paul7’s 
searing pain as the spider bites his legs; it crushes and crunches his leg 
bones inch by inch as it swallows his limbs, chunk by dying chunk.

	Tova2 hears a loud booming voice in her mind; Elof2 
is telepathically yelling, “Let go, Tova2; let go, and 
follow my voice back. Remember when you menta-
morphed, Tova2; you followed my voice back to find 
me.”

Her secret love beckons. She mentally swims to his protective 
arms, leaving behind the cesspool of  horror in Paul7’s mind, becoming 
aware of  her surroundings again. Elof2 is sitting on the floor behind 
Tova2 with a hand on each side of  Tova2’s head.

	“I’m sorry, Tova2. I would have stopped him had I 
known he would take things this far. He is as mean 
and ruthless as my dad.”

Once she is fully aware of  the room and has calmed some, Elof2 
releases his grip on her head. He then walks over to Paul7, shouting, 
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“Just what do you think you were doing, you little twerp? You could 
have damaged her mind forever.”

“You will learn, Elof2,” lectures Paul7. “She is much stronger than 
you think; she can take anything.”

“Anything but me,” he silently adds, feeling powerful for the first 
time in his life.

“That’s like believing a bridge is unbreakable and then depending 
on it to hold up when an asteroid hits it.” sneers Elof2. “Any halfwit 
knows that you cannot determine the ultimate strength of  a structure 
until it is destroyed. She might be strong, but there is no such thing as 
an unbreakable mind. Sophistan15 comes to mind.”

“Shh, he might hear,” whispers Paul7, as if  he is a naughty child 
about to be discovered.

Tova2, having recovered, walks over to Paul7. He is noticeably 
scared of  her.

“I wish only to serve, Great Sophistan,” says Paul7 submissively. 
Mentally, he is both victoriously cackling and jealousy crying; his mind 
is shattered from his painful past and he covets the protective love 
Elof2 has given Tova2.

Tova2 strokes Paul7’s hair. “I wish only to love you and remove 
the horror that is in your mind. Stefan has plans to do exactly that. He 
couldn’t tell me the details, but I am worried about him. He is expe-
riencing great fear at the moment; I cannot locate him anywhere on 
Sophista.”

Paul7 becomes agitated. “We must find him. I cannot tolerate him 
being in danger. I serve him. He is not ready for the horrors that await 
him out there.” Silently and jealously he muses, “He needs the protec-
tion I give—that protection which you loathe to provide, you two-
faced witch.”

“We must wait for him to return,” counsels Tova2. “He will come 
here. I told him that I would let him know when the test was over. It 
is over with, isn’t it?”

“Yes, but he told you about it?” worries Paul7.
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“No, he only told me that I would be undergoing a test and if  he 
told me what it was, it would invalidate it.”

“Yes, Tova2, you definitely passed.” Paul7 shivers. “If  you are to 
be the creator for Earth, I had to be sure you would not let errant life 
forms loose on the Earth; Earthlings could take apart your errant cre-
ations, realize you exist, and come looking for you. I couldn’t allow you 
to go if  you would be in danger. It is part of  how I serve.”

In his mind he screams, “And now, witch, I’ve taught you what it’s 
like to be mentally defeated, what it’s like to turn butcher to protect 
those you love, and most importantly, what it’s like to be humble.” 
Paul7 knows Tova2 can’t read his thoughts. He doesn’t understand 
why. He was changed on his journey—something is different: some-
thing not totally a part of  him yet. It crawls and prowls within him.

“Stefan wants to help you, Paul7,” Elof2 says. “He told me what he 
is doing. So control your fear and do not fear Stefan. He is doing this 
to help you conquer your fears.”

“He didn’t tell me! Why?” exclaims Tova2.
“He didn’t want to terrorize you any more on top of  this twerp’s 

test,” answers Elof2.
Paul7 becomes frantic. “No!! He cannot go there. He’ll be killed. 

Tell him to get out of  there now. He doesn’t realize how dangerous it 
is. If  he goes there, I will have failed to keep him safe. He must come 
back now!”

“He is coming back,” says Elof2 coolly. “He is on his way now. It 
is a very long jaunt. It will take some time.”

Tova2 grows frightened. “You mean he went to where… How did 
he find it?”

“Aleah found it for him; that little girl wasn’t even scared,” declares 
Elof2. “You can tell she is Stefan’s little sister. Foolish luck runs in that 
family.”

Stefan appears, eyes glowing.
Elof2 walks over, standing behind Paul7. Paul7 looks up into 

Elof2’s eyes with a needy stare which he quickly averts. “Tell me before 
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I die that you want to be my dad,” he mentally pleads. “Tell me!” The 
prowling darkness rises within him and shrouds his wants and desires. 
Paul7 is startled, for the dark entity has told him what must be done; 
what is to come.

Anashivalia and Aleah appear.
Anashivalia says sternly, “Stefan, we need to talk about what you 

and Aleah have been doing.”
“Not now, Mum,” dismisses Stefan. “Help me be strong, Mum,” 

he mentally sighs. “If  I am not strong, we will all die very soon indeed.”
Stefan points at his mum and Aleah; a force-shield appears in front 

of  them. Then he points to the other end of  the room and a giant 
spider, the one from Paul7’s nightmare, appears.

Aleah begins jumping up and down with a big smile on her face and 
endlessly repeats, “Bo Bo caught a spider, Bo Bo caught a spider…”

“Stefan, how could you place Aleah in such danger?” chides 
Anashivalia.

“Mummy, we are safe,” Aleah states with absolute confidence. 
“Nothing can hurt us when Bo Bo is near.”

	Stefan sends a message to Tova2 on the private 
link: “This is the day, dear. This is going to provoke 
Sophistan15. Be ready to transform.”
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Chapter 3

To Kill a Nightmare

Paul7 shrieks at the sight of  the spider and begins to shake.

	Elof2 places his hands on each side of  Paul7’s head, 
linking with him. “Focus Paul7; focus on defending 
yourself. Calm your fear and focus.”

Elof2’s words pierce Paul7’s mind like the pain from the spider once 
did. Elof2 feels something different in Paul7, different from the other 
Pauls—something he can’t quite make tangible—slipping and sliding, 
responding to his own thoughts, actively avoiding being defined and 
quantified. There is a Paul, a child that only wants to serve, trapped in 
a dark cave, endlessly being stalked by an unseen predator. The preda-
tor herds Paul7’s thoughts, forcing him into inexplicable actions as he 
squirms within its grip.

Tova2 realizes how powerful Elof2’s mind has become. Her affec-
tionate memories of  Elof  flood her thoughts, making her forget how 
it feels to be a Sophistan—for a moment, she is a human, desiring only 
the pleasures of  sharpening her mind and breaking the barriers of  
knowledge, and feeling her secret desire for Elof2’s warm comforting 
thoughts.
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	“You must disintegrate it, Paul7,” declares Elof2. 
“It wants to eat you. It cannot be reasoned with. It 
is designed specifically to eat telepathic creatures: 
Children of  Sophista, people of  Sophista, or the little 
telepathic creatures on its planet. It’s not particular.”

Paul7 screams, “I can’t. It thinks and feels like a Paul. I can even 
feel some of  Stefan’s mind in it.”

	“You are being played for a fool, Paul7. It is nothing 
but an eating machine. Look into its mind. Probe 
deeply. What do you see?”

“It looks like a Paul. It looks like my brother,” cries Paul7. The dark 
entity within Paul7 slips into the uncharted depths of  his conscious-
ness, not wanting to be spotted by this walking bag of  digestion. The 
entity knows something about the spider. And soon, Paul7 will know 
it too.

	“Could it be a Paul?” Elof2 asks. “Look at it. Does it 
look like a Paul?”

	“But it feels like a Paul.” Paul7 is growing less 
emphatic.

	“Do you think that Paul genetics could ever be made 
to look like that? How could a Paul operate so many 
legs?”

	“I don’t know.”

	“Its death would be pleasurable,” whispers the dark-
ness in his mind.

	“Use your brain, you little shrimp,” Elof2 screams over 
the link. “Think. Test it. Think of  something happy.”

	“How can I think of  something happy when we are 
about to be eaten?”
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“Release your lust for death,” whispers the darkness into Paul7’s 
mind. “It makes you happy.”

	“Use your discipline,” Elof2 urges. “Are you sure you 
are a Paul?”

That statement stabs Paul7 in his core; he yells loudly, “I am a 
Paul.”

	“Then start acting like it,” Elof2 says emphatically. 
“This is unpleasant. I am not a Paul. I am in danger. 
Do something about it.”

	“It’s happy too.”

	“Think of  something funny.”

	“It’s thinking of  funny thoughts?”

	“So what is it?” Elof2 draws his reluctant student to 
his final epiphany.

	Paul7 says with a contemplative look, “It’s a mirror.”

	“A mirror is not sentient, is it?”
“Smell its digestive juices preparing for Elof2, the man you want 

as your father,” whispers the dark entity into Paul7’s mind. “Save your 
dad, let loose your murderous vengeance.”

Red sunglasses appear in front of  Paul7’s eyes. He shoots a light-
ning bolt that hits the ground in front of  the creature. The creature 
turns; it begins to walk towards them. Paul7 hits the spider with a light-
ning bolt. It pauses momentarily; then it continues to advance. A loud 
moaning, gurgling sound reverberates in the room followed by a burst 
of  acrid air. The teeth-ringed suction cups on the ends of  the quiver-
ing tentacles rhythmically open and close in anticipation of  delivering 
their payload of  agony. The spider’s hairy, waxy-looking body begins 
to hop towards its enormous meal. It sees its dark master within Paul7 
and relishes the opportunity to devour him.
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	“It doesn’t care, Paul7,” asserts Elof2 forcefully. 
“There isn’t a single brain cell in its body. It just wants 
to eat us. Shoot it quickly. I will die along with you if  
you don’t. Protect me: kill this creature.”

Paul7 points his palms towards the spider, firing a white stream 
at it. The spider begins to glow, but continues to approach them. The 
beam continues to increase in intensity. Paul7 screams, “Go away! Go 
away!”

The spider glows brightly with a brilliant white halo. Each bend 
in its legs emits bright sparkles as if  light is escaping from inside. It 
continues to creep slowly forward toward Paul7 and Elof2. Its tentacle 
arms begin to extend from its body toward Paul7.

“There is only one way, my friend,” advises the darkness. “Visit 
destruction upon this creature and indulge in your forbidden, guilty 
pleasure.”

Paul7 stops shooting; his red sunglasses disappear. Black sun-
glasses appear in front of  his eyes. Paul25 grabs Tova2’s middle and 
begins glowing. Tova2 reaches her hand behind her; a sparkle ball, a 
foot in diameter, appears on it.

“Wait, Tova2; wait and see what happens,” instructs Stefan.
Tova2 protests, “The spider will have him in a moment; if  the 

spider is holding Paul7 when I fire a sparkle ball at it or drag it into 
hyperspace, he’ll be killed.”

“Steady, Tova2,” urges Stefan. “It’s the only way he will ever be 
free.”

	“Paul7 has a guest, my love,” says Stefan. “One day 
we must thank him for saving Paul7.”

Tova2 rips an image from Paul7’s mind. “Oh my!” she thinks. “The 
dark puppet master reveals itself. And I was its student!”

Elof2 says to Tova2, “I am glad you 
are ready, Tova2, in case something goes 
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wrong. But I sense Paul7 has made the 
transition.”
Paul7 points his palms at each other and fires the white beams at 

the opposing hands.
“Don’t do that, Paul7!” yells Paul1. “It is forbidden! It will kill 

you!”
“Shh, Paul1,” Stefan hushes him. “It isn’t Paul7 that it will kill.”
A silvery ball appears between Paul7’s palms, growing ever brighter 

as it turns from silver to green. Paul7’s face displays an evil grin of  
pleasure as he revels in the ecstasy of  his forbidden delight.

“Holy smoke, Stefan,” exclaims Elof2, 
“he is generating a fusion bomb.”
Elof2 becomes filled with a morose fascination in the killing power 

that this little boy is capable of  unleashing.
Stefan commands, “Tonya, as soon as he launches that ball, enclose 

it and the spider in a force 10 shield with radiation protection.”
“Confirmed, Sophistan27,” says Tonya. “Planetary power genera-

tion raised 15%.”
Stefan says to Paul7, “That’s big enough. Go on and kill it now.”
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The green glowing ball flies from Paul7 as if  it is in slow motion. 
When it touches the spider, a blinding flash occurs; golden red plasma 
fills the spherical shield ball Tonya has erected around the spider. 
Lightning bolts shoot from within the plasma, striking the enclos-
ing shield ball. After several minutes, the glow fades and they see the 
remains of  the spider, dead and broken into pieces.

“That is incredible!” exclaims Elof2. “Matter still remains after a 
nuke! Can I examine it?”

“Residue is intensely radioactive,” responds Tonya.
“Elof2, it’s too dangerous,” says Stefan. “I’ll find a way to get you 

one later that didn’t have to be killed this way. Tonya, begin disintegra-
tion of  material.”

“Material is exceedingly tough; disintegration will require two 
days,” responds Tonya.

Sophistan15 chides, “How could your 
feeble mind have produced such a realis-
tic simulation, Sophistan27? Tonya shows 
no record of having produced this for 
you.”

Stefan says, “Tova2, come hold my hand. 
Elof2, get behind the shield with Aleah 
and Anashivalia. Peter2, it’s going to 
happen. Paul7, when Tova2 and I disap-
pear, jaunt to Peter2.”

	“Be careful, Bo Bo,” warns Aleah. “They are powerful.”

	“Do not worry, Sissy. Soon we will be invincible and 
you and Atreyeu will be safe forever.”

	“Careful Bo Bo, no one is supposed to know about 
Atreyeu yet.”

	“Sorry, Sissy, I almost forgot.”
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	“Why are you talking about Atreyeu at a time like 
this?” asks Tova2. “And how can she talk on our pri-
vate channel?”

Stefan deliberately ignores Tova2’s question.
Peter2 appears next to Aleah and Anashivalia.

“I am puzzled too,” says Sophistan1. 
“How did you do such an elaborate 
simulation?”

“It was no simulation, Dad,” answers 
Stefan. “I went to the planet where the 
spiders lived and fetched one.”
Luke2 appears behind the shield, startling Tova2. She realizes what 

Stefan can do.

Luke2 says to Stefan telepathically, 
“Remember how I taught you. Do it very 
carefully because we are in such close 
proximately to vulnerable people.”

“That was exceedingly foolish and 
dangerous for all on Sophista,” scolds 
Sophistan1.

“No, it wasn’t, Dad,” responds Stefan, 
somewhat defiant. “If Paul7 and Tova2 had 
failed to destroy the spider then I would 
have done this.”
Stefan’s eyes begin glowing with a golden luminescence. He lays 

out his left palm flat. On his right index finger a black thimble-shaped 
object appears; he touches it to his palm. A black sheet which reflects 
no light, having no apparent texture, leaps from Stefan’s palm, growing 
ever larger. The black sheet wraps around the shield-enclosed spider, 
folding itself  into a black sphere—it begins to shrink in size until it 
disappears.
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	Tova2 exclaims over their private link, “Stefan! You 
have learned to fold a spatial void. I guess you have 
been very busy, my dear.”

“I am impressed, Son,” admits 
Sophistan1, “but why have you killed a 
life form? We are not supposed to take 
life.”

“I am sorry, Dad; this life form is too 
dangerous. It is not sentient; I needed 
to use it to free Paul7’s mind.”

“But it may evolve into a higher life 
form some day,” protests Sophistan1.

“Already, in this primitive form,” ex-
plains Stefan, “it takes nearly all my 
Sophistan power to protect us against it. 
If it evolves much more, we might indeed 
become its next meal.”

“So you were too weak to burn its gar-
den,” sneers Sophistan15.

“No, I was respectful of life,” de-
clares Stefan proudly. “Something you 
need to learn. I had no need to burn the 
others. There is some wisdom in what Dad 
says. The properties of this creature are 
interesting. I respect how long it took 
the randomness to give it to me. We can 
learn much by studying it. Our shielding 
technology would advance enormously. You 
learn by being respectful of life. By be-
ing respectful of humans, Dad has gained 
much knowledge.”
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“Being respectful of life forms has 
made your so-called Dad no longer fit to 
run the collective,” snipes Sophistan15. 
“All it has done is create a Paul that 
can kill and is willing to do it. The 
collective is no longer safe. The new 
Sophistans and Sophistan1 are a danger to 
the collective.”

“You have produced the Paul that can 
kill,” retorts Stefan. “I just finished 
your incompetent job. You are the one who 
sent Paul7 to hostile planet after hos-
tile planet. You knew what you were do-
ing. You care nothing for the life form 
that would have freely given its life 
to protect yours. Instead, all you care 
about is undermining Dad so that you can 
gain control and spread your incompe-
tence to the entire collective.”

“The weak always scream accusations 
when they have been beaten,” growls 
Sophistan15. “Burn Paul7!”
Flames engulf  Paul7 but do not touch his body. Stefan’s eyes are 

glowing brightly.
“Paul7,” says Stefan, “jaunt over there behind the shield. Tonya, 

maximum force shield.”
“Confirmed, planetary power generation increased 20%,” reports 

Tonya.

“Stefan, please don’t kill,” pleads 
Sophistan1. “Please respect the lives in 
the Sophistan collective that gave you 
life.”


